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Julie Weaver is alone with no friends or family. Life has dealt her some hard blows. She is fed up

with society and longs for the mountains she sees out her dirty window. With nothing to lose Julie

throws some things into a backpack and walks out her back door into the wilderness. Will she find

peace for her mind and heart or will she find her worst nightmare waiting for her in this vast

wilderness?
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This is one of the BEST Bigfoot books I have ever read. You can't put it down once you start

reading it. It's extremely exciting and the way it's told, you feel like you were on this journey with her.

She went through some really terrible and life threatening experiences. I'm so happy with the way

things turned out for her (and for Adam too). I loved this book.

I always enjoy Melissa George's books. She is gracious enough to share the real life encounters

others have had with cryptids and the paranormal. The stories are real, sometimes terrifying and not

all have happy endings. I am grateful that more people are choosing to share their stories, like Julie



did for this tale. Her story of losing her family and those closest to her was heartbreaking. In the

depths of her despair, she takes a chance to get away from all the sadness by taking an extended

camping and hiking adventure. At first, things go beautifully, then an unexpected injury lengthens

the journey. She finds both help and danger along the way, experiencing both kind and frightening

Bigfoot encounters along the way. The universe sometimes works in unusual ways. Because of the

journey she took, she found an unexpected happy ending. This is a beautiful story and I am so glad

she shared this amazing experience with us. A must read for cryptid fans. It is interesting to note

that many researchers have refused to journey to the cabin on Desolate Mountain. Julie later learns

of warnings regarding the location that she was fortunate to survive.

I have read four of Melissa Georges books on these topics. Very good/excellent reads, terrifying

story's of encounters with these creatures..Hikers/campers beware. Do not hike alone, I used to, but

not anymore. Had my own encounters . 5 other friends had similar experiences while camping,

fishing,hunting, atv riding. All of you arm chair specialist really don't have a clue. This is not a myth

and your world will be changed forever having an up front and personal encounter. They are

unpredictable/dangerous .

Another page turning story that you won't be able to put down by this author! I love Melissa's books,

especially the ones that are true stories from people who have had encounters with Cryptides in the

forests. This story is amazing, and my Heart goes out to the women who shared it with Melissa for

her to print. Thank you, Julie Weaver, in sharing your story and so happy for you that it has a

positive end in finding a man to share life with and bigfoot research. I highly encourage Bigfoot

enthusiasts to buy this book and add it to your library like I am, you will not be disappointed at all.

This true story could be made into a great screenplay and then into a fantastic movie!. It gives you

both sides of Bigfoot you often hear about - the huge, lumbering gentle giant and the snarling,

predatory wild beast. Its an amazing story .... and I read it all in one afternoon. The woman this story

is based on is truly brave and faced fears most of us could never imagine. I enjoyed reading how

she survived weeks alone in the wilderness, and made a friend with a kinder, more caring Bigfoot -

but her multiple confrontations with a savage clan of Bigfoot on the mountain she climbs will leave

your heart pounding. This is a great addition to your Bigfoot library collection.

This book turned out to be a great read. At first I didn't think I would like it but I found I couldn't put it



down and I am not a big reader. What a great story this was and I learned a lot about Bigfoot and

more about people. It was a great book. Read it and see for yourself.

I happen to like Melissa George's work so when ever I see something with her name on it I always

grab it up. This story is a little hard to believe as a woman decides to ditch civilization and go live off

the land with a backpack and tent. This is a little hard to believe but the story line works and it's

interesting. The editing could be better, minor problem. It's definitely worth the time to enjoy Melissa

George's fertile story making.

I loved this book! Another excellent one from Melissa George. I love reading about people's

encounters with Bigfoot. I hope Julie will share more of her experiences with Bigfoot to Melissa so

that there is another book! I couldn't put this one down because it was so good!
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